For each question (1-5), read and choose the best answer.

1. PE class will take place in the schoolyard next week, not the gym. Therefore, you should bring in an outdoor kit, sport shoes included.

   A) Suitable clothes will have to be worn for the PE class next week.
   B) Students are reminded not to be late for PE class next week.
   C) PE class next week will be in the same place as usual.

2. For more spicy information on everyone’s favourite film stars, go to our website and check out the latest news.

   A) A TV programme about popular film stars will air tonight.
   B) You can learn more about celebrities online.
   C) All popular film stars have brand new websites.

3. **French Test**

   Results for the French test will be posted by the front desk on Monday at 10 a.m.

   A) Candidates won’t have the results until Monday.
   B) The French test results have been posted by the front desk.
   C) The French test results will be handed in personally to each student.

4. Contemporary fiction, history and cookery books are displayed on the first floor of the bookshop. The diner is on the second floor.

   A) The diner is on the same level as the books.
   B) Customers can find books on the floor above the diner.
   C) Customers can find books on the floor below the diner.

5. Jessica, Joe’s invited me to go to the movies tonight. Want to join?

   A) Paul is asking Joe and Jessica to join him to the movies.
   B) Joe would like to know whether Jessica cares to join Paul and him to the movies.
   C) Jessica can go to the movies with Joe and Paul if she cares to.
Read the first sentence. For the second sentence, choose the best answer for each gap (6-10) so that the meaning stays the same.

6. It takes 25 minutes to walk to the museum.
   It is a .......... to the museum.
   A) 25-minutes walking   B) 25-minutes walk   C) 25-minute walk

7. Since she has been learning self-defence techniques, Selma’s self-confidence has increased.
   Selma has become more .......... since she has been learning self-defence techniques.
   A) self-confident   B) self-conscious   C) self-confidant

8. The last time Stephen went to LegoLand was in 2016.
   A) hasn’t been to   B) wasn’t in   C) didn’t go to

9. There was so much food his guests couldn’t eat it all.
   There was too much food .......... to eat.
   A) for him   B) for his guests   C) so his guests couldn’t

10. The skating rink is not far from my place.
    The skating rink is .......... to my place.
    A) quite a walk   B) not quite near   C) quite close

Read sentences 11-15. For each space, choose the best answer.

11. Blogs .......... off as online diaries.
    A) went   B) began   C) started

12. Most likely, dancing began as a .......... for family and friends to celebrate events.
    A) way   B) mode   C) style

13. Most perfumes are usually .......... by an experienced perfumer.
    A) created   B) designed   C) built

    A) degrees   B) conditions   C) qualities

15. Some people are against shopping online for really expensive .......... of clothing.
    A) things   B) items   C) parts
The Marvel Cinematic Universe

Ever (16) .......... the turn of the millennium, superhero movies have gained popularity. Starting with the X-Men, the big studios realized that this kind of movies appeal to the audience so more and more money (17) .......... invested into their production.

In 2008, the Marvel Cinematic Universe, also known by fans as the MCU, started taking shape in the form of Iron Man, starring Robert Downey Jr. (18) ........... the protagonist. After an amazing box-office success, at around 500 million dollars worldwide, the MCU decided to evolve more and more, with at least one movie premiering each year ever since.

With an incredible roster of characters that have been introduced in the storyline, the producers have (19) .......... to the conclusion that it was time to bring them all together. Therefore, in 2018, Avengers: Infinity War was released to great critical acclaim.

From the familiar faces of Spiderman and Captain America, to the newer entries in the universe, such as Black Panther or Doctor Strange, every superhero that had ever made an appearance in the MCU over the years had at least one cameo in this pinnacle of filmmaking and cinema. Taking CGI effects to another level and having a great ensemble cast that any studio would die for, Avengers: Infinity War was a dream that came true for any fan of the (20) .......... and even for those who had never seen a superhero movie before.

16. A) before    B) by    C) since    D) in
17. A) was      B) were    C) have been    D) are
18. A) as       B) for    C) like    D) in
19. A) reached  B) come    C) made    D) found
20. A) kin      B) gender    C) level    D) genre
Read the text and answer questions 21-25.

A merchant sent an order to his main deliverer for a large amount of goods totalling a great deal of money. The deliverer, remembering that the previous bill hadn’t been paid, asked one of his staff to check it out. The latter left a voice-mail for the merchant saying:

“We can’t ship your new order until you pay for the last one.”

The next day the deliverer received a phone call from the merchant, saying:

“Please cancel the order. We can’t wait that long.”

21. A merchant does not ........... .
   A) place orders   B) check the deliveries   C) buy goods
   D) choose his customers   E) sell goods and products

22. What does “the latter” mean?
   D) A unit of the alphabet.   E) The first of two.

23. Did the merchant intend to pay his previous order any time soon?
   D) Yes, but on one condition.   E) He would love to.

24. Find the odd one out:
   A) voice mail   B) phone call   C) teleconference
   D) email message   E) operator

25. Put the sentences below in the right order:
   1) Realizing that the previous one hadn’t been paid, the deliverer had an idea.
   2) He answered that it wouldn’t happen any time soon.
   3) Once, a merchant placed an order.
   4) The merchant was informed that the goods would be delivered after paying.
   5) He decided to have somebody check it out.

   A) 1/ 2/ 3/ 4/ 5   B) 1/ 3/ 5/ 4/ 2   C) 3/ 1/ 4/ 2/ 5
   D) 3/ 1/ 5/ 4/ 2   E) 3/ 1/ 5/ 2/ 4

For questions 26-30, read and choose the correct answer.

26. Who are the in-laws?
   A) the relatives of one’s spouse   B) criminals in prisons
   C) the rules and principles of a country   D) people licensed to practice law
   E) people who break the law
27. Complete each sentence with the name of a tool.

1. We cut down trees with a. an axe
2. We grip and turn nuts or bolts with b. a hammer
3. We knock nails into wood with c. a spanner
4. We cut wood with d. pliers
5. We bend and cut wire with a pair of e. a saw

A) 1b/ 2e/ 3c/ 4d/ 5a  
B) 1a/ 2c/ 3b/ 4e/ 5d  
C) 1c/ 2a/ 3b/ 4d/ 5e

D) 1a/ 2c/ 3e/ 4d/ 5b  
E) 1d/ 2a/ 3e/ 4c/ 5b

28. Excuse me. Have you got ……… for a dollar? I need a quarter for the coffee machine.
   A) change  
   B) money  
   C) currency  
   D) cash  
   E) check

29. Please leave a message on the answer phone if you need to contact us ……… office hours.
   A) outside  
   B) over  
   C) through  
   D) against  
   E) below

30. Your ………, the poor man addressed the King, I have always spoken ……… of you.
      The King looked down from the ……… of his throne to the poor man and then ordered: Take him away!
      A) Highly, highness, height  
      B) Highness, highly, height  
      C) Height, highly, high  
      D) Highness, height, high  
      E) Highness, high, height